USS Seleya - Stardate 9908.22

CO_Pang says:
The Seleya is in the Laztur system - where they have just closed off an anomaly which was destroying planets in the neighbouring Savrin system

CO_Pang says:
Sesra, the leader from Savrin 5 (destroyed) is in cahoots with Tyme - another colonist.  The CO has been kidnapped and is being held by Tyme

CO_Pang says:
Sesra is in the brig aboard Seleya - which is currently separated

CO_Pang says:
Mission Brief is to find the CO and recover her ....and put the ship back together too

NB - signs at the beginning of mission:  @Tyme’s vessel; #Seleya Stardrive section; $another ship; no sign = Seleya Saucer section.


Host Maryanne says:
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>Resume Mission<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<

Host Maryanne says:
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>Resume Mission<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<

Tyme says:
@::Turns from door to watch Pang::

CEO_Bolitho says:
#::seated in the 'big chair' on the battle bridge., turns to look at CSO Hazzem::

CSO_Hazzem says:
#::manning station::

CO_Pang says:
::@watches while Tyme wrestles with the door controls::

CTO_Furnael says:
#::looking at Sesra in the big::

XO_Masters says:
::about to fall asleep in the command chair::

Tyme says:
@Pang: You wait here.  I'll be back shortly.

RS_Raven says:
$:: patrolling the sector under cloak ::

CO_Pang says:
@Tyme: I'm coming with you!

Sesra says:
#::sitting in brig sniffling as the loss of Savrin 5 finally sinks in::

CEO_Bolitho says:
#CSO: I would like you to work on the CMO's plan of using the deflector dish as a bio scanner

Tyme says:
@Pang: Not likely my dear. ::grins::

CSO_Hazzem says:
#CE: yes sir

CTO_Furnael says:
#SESRA: So what did you think you would accomplish by kidnapping the captain?

CEO_Bolitho says:
#COM: XO: Commander Masters?

Tyme says:
@Pang: It shouldn't be long.

RS_Raven says:
$:: manoeuvring through an asteroid field ::

Cns_Moore says:
#CTO: Don't be rough on her, she lost everything she had ::whispers::

XO_Masters says:
COM: CEO: I read you Lt.

CO_Pang says:
@::gets ready to dart out once Tyme gets the hatch open ... something seems to be wrong with it ::

Sesra says:
#::tears are slowly dripping down her face::  CTO: The stop of the warp tests that had eventually killed my people.  ::wiping away tears::

CTO_Furnael says:
#CNS: Aye sir. ::whispers::

CEO_Bolitho says:
#COM: XO: You wanted to speak with me Sir?

Cns_Moore says:
#Sesra: But we were helping you and it has been accomplished why kidnap the captain?

Host Maryanne says:
ACTION: Tyme's ship suddenly experiences a sudden power loss.

Cns_Moore says:
#Sesra: Why put so much pressure on our crew? It makes us less effective

CSO_Hazzem says:
#CE: sir, we can turn the dish to a bio-scan, but modifications will take several minutes

Tyme says:
@::Notes sudden loss of power::

XO_Masters says:
COM: CEO: Yes, I was hoping to get your input as a second officer on the situation

CO_Pang says:
@::sees the lights dim ...::Tyme: Are you alone on this vessel?

CEO_Bolitho says:
#CSO: good get to it

CTO_Furnael says:
#CNS: We shouldn't anger her either sir, she knows where the captain I, we don't. ::whispers::

Sesra says:
#CNS:  It was for the possibility the tests wouldn't stop.  Insurance.  We had no idea what would happen

CSO_Hazzem says:
#CE: aye sir

Tyme says:
@::Works futilely on the door lock::

Cns_Moore says:
#Sesra: You must contact your people and have our captain released at once

CSO_Hazzem says:
#::adjusting deflector dish::

Tyme says:
@Pang: What makes you think it is a ship?

Cns_Moore says:
#CTO: Agreed

CO_Pang says:
@::scans the hatch:: Tyme:  the change in noise level ....

XO_Masters says:
::ponders at the thought of forgetting about Pang and heading home::

CTO_Furnael says:
#SESRA: Please tell us where the captain is being held.

CEO_Bolitho says:
#COM:XO; currently adapting the deflector dish into a large bio scanner at the moment Sir, other than that the examining the sensors logs now looking for any activity from nearby planets or ship

Tyme says:
@::Frustrated with the hatch lock backs away and studies it::

CSO_Hazzem says:
#CE: modifications complete, sir

Sesra says:
#CNS: I don't know where or how to find them.  At this point I do not care, my people are dead.  ::starting to tear up again::

Host Maryanne says:
ACTION:  Tyme's ship was about to hide behind a moon .... but is now heading straight for the Laztur sun

CTO_Furnael says:
#~~~senses Sesra's emotional state~~~

XO_Masters says:
COM: CEO: Good, continue, we'll be there shortly

Tyme says:
@::Grins at Pang:: Pang: So Captain, it appears we both wait now.

CEO_Bolitho says:
#COM:XO: modifications complete on the deflector dish commencing scanning now will advise

XO_Masters says:
FC: Lay in a course for the stardrive section and engage

Cns_Moore says:
#Sesra: I understand this is a very difficult time for you but you must right the wrong you have done and return our captain

CEO_Bolitho says:
#CSO: acknowledged good work Ensign

RS_Raven says:
$:: decloaks behind Tyme's ship ::

XO_Masters says:
COM: CEO: Make it so

CO_Pang says:
@Tyme:  So who is flying this thing?

CSO_Hazzem says:
#CE: thank u sir

CTO_Furnael says:
#CNS: She seems to distressed over her loss to help us at this time sir. ::whispers::

RS_Raven says:
$:: fires disrupters to disable ::

Sesra says:
#CNS: Right the wrong!?  Can you bring back Savrin 5?  I think not.   ::buries face in hands::

Tyme says:
@::Embarrassed:: Pang: uh, no one.

CO_Pang says:
@::wonders about environmental controls:: Tyme: Then let me help you get out of this box ....!

Host Maryanne says:
ACTION: Tyme's ship rocks.

RS_Raven says:
$:: locks on the tractor beam ::

CEO_Bolitho says:
#::stands up and walks around the battle bridge, noticing a ship on the scanners heading for the Laztur sun::

CO_Pang says:
@::is thrown across the box::

Tyme says:
@Pang: At least you've stopped denying who you are... ::rocks with the ship::

Cns_Moore says:
#Sesra: We had no active part in that whereas you had a very active hand in kidnapping our captain

Cns_Moore says:
#CTO: I feel we must recover her ASAP> I sense she is in grave danger

CO_Pang says:
@::grins ruefully:: Tyme: I think that is the least of our troubles .... it is getting very hot in here

CSO_Hazzem says:
#CE: sir, sensors detect an object moving towards the sun

CTO_Furnael says:
#CNS Maybe we should let her sit in here a while and stew we can question her later.

RS_Raven says:
$:: begins tractoring the ship into the shuttle bay ::

Tyme says:
@Pang: Here, ::extends hand:: lets work on getting out of here.

CEO_Bolitho says:
#CSO: I just noticed that, hail them!

Sesra says:
#CNS: Is that supposed to make me feel better?  Savrin 5 is gone and the Federation didn't act fast enough.  It took Lazurus to destroy the thing for the tests to stop!

CSO_Hazzem says:
#CE: hailing frequencies open

CO_Pang says:
@Tyme:  Let me try to fiddle the controls ::heaves a panel to one side ...::

Cns_Moore says:
#Sesra: We could have gone no faster than we did. We did all we could.

CSO_Hazzem says:
#::scanning object::

CTO_Furnael says:
#CNS: Sir we are wasting our time here, she's not going to tell us anything.

XO_Masters says:
<FC> :: moves ship toward stardrive section::

Tyme says:
@::Notes the rising temperature:: Pang: We must be moving toward the sun.

CEO_Bolitho says:
#Unidentified ship this is the USS Seleya, are you in need of assistance? ::watches as the ship is tractored towards the larger one::

RS_Raven says:
$:: now that Tyme's ship is in the shuttle bay the Cloaking system engages ::

Cns_Moore says:
#Sesra: I understand this is a difficult time but it does not excuse what you did

CO_Pang says:
@$Tyme: You people are idiotic!

Tyme says:
@$::Toss panel aside and watches Pang::

CSO_Hazzem says:
#CE: sir, I cannot scan the small ship, the tractor beam is interfering

CEO_Bolitho says:
#COM: Unidentified ship: this is the USS Seleya, are you in need of assistance?  ::watches as the ship is tractored towards the larger one::

RS_Raven says:
$:: starts moving away ::

Tyme says:
@$Pang: Desperate measures for desperate times.

Host Maryanne says:
ACTION: both ships have disappeared off the Seleya's sensors

Sesra says:
#CNS: All we did was take insurance to stop those tests.  No harm was ever going to come to your Captain.  Now if you'll please, I want to be alone.  ::turns face towards the wall::

XO_Masters says:
COM: CE: We are approaching the stardrive section, be advised and prepared to join the sections

CO_Pang says:
$Tyme:  I think we are not heading towards a sun .... we have stopped somewhere .... did you hear that bang?

CSO_Hazzem says:
#CE: sir, both ships r not registering on our sensors

Cns_Moore says:
#Sesra; Insurance!!! My Captain's life is insurance??? She was doing all she could!

CEO_Bolitho says:
#::watches as the ship cloaks and disappears off their screens::

CTO_Furnael says:
#CNS: We should go for a while sir, we are going to get nothing further from her.

Tyme says:
$::Tries the Comm:: COM: Sesra: Sesra, status, please report.

Sesra says:
#CNS: Not enough!  Her life is in no jeopardy what so ever.

CO_Tamal says:
$:: enters the shuttle bay  ::

Host Maryanne says:
ACTION: THE COMM UNIT DOES NOT WORK

RS_Raven says:
$:: stops moving ::

CEO_Bolitho says:
# COM: XO: negative commander we just encountered a cloaked ship, near the Laztur sun we are now heading in that direction to investigate

Tyme says:
$::No Comm, turns to Pang:: Pang: I heard it but it makes no sense.

XO_Masters says:
COM: CE: We'll be right behind you

Cns_Moore says:
#Sesra: Is that so? Then why take her?

CEO_Bolitho says:
#CSO: I want a full tachyon sweep of the area, I want that cloaked ship found

CSO_Hazzem says:
#CE: aye sir

CO_Tamal says:
$:: uses the disrupter to open the hatch ::

CO_Pang says:
$Tyme: Well - maybe they have a can opener

CSO_Hazzem says:
#::starts tachyon sweeps::

Cns_Moore says:
#Sesra: I do not understand your logic ::trying to hide his disgust::

CTO_Furnael says:
#CNS: Remember the part about not angering her sir? ::whispers::

Tyme says:
$Pang: We didn't believe that SF would believe our claims of what was happening out here.

CEO_Bolitho says:
#Helm: take us to the last known co-ordinates of that cloaked ship

Sesra says:
#CNS: I've told you a million times already.  Maybe you need your own world in a similar situation before you'll understand.  Now please go.  ::sniffling::

CO_Pang says:
$::stands back as something blows the hatch open::

Tyme says:
$Pang: Can opener? Who are you talking about?

Cns_Moore says:
#CTO: I am trying my very best ::whispering::

CO_Tamal says:
$:: aims the disrupter at CO Pang ::

CSO_Hazzem says:
#CE: I’ve got them sir

CTO_Furnael says:
#CNS: we should really leave her alone for a while sir to think. ::whispers::

Cns_Moore says:
#Sesra: You make no sense at all/ You bite the hand that helps you and I’m supposed to accept that

CO_Tamal says:
$CO: Out !!

CO_Pang says:
$::looks out at a Romulan:: Tamal: Put that thing away .... we are no threat to you .... in fact I think we owe you a favour or two ....

CEO_Bolitho says:
#CSO: can you identify the ship?

CSO_Hazzem says:
#CE: yes sir, it's a Romulan science vessel

CO_Pang says:
$::climbs out of the hatch::

CSO_Hazzem says:
#CE: co-ordinates r 252 mark 98

CO_Tamal says:
$CO: Identify your self!

CEO_Bolitho says:
#::Stares at the CSO slightly bewildered:: ALL: all hand battle stations

Tyme says:
$::Wonders where a Romulan came from.  Realises that the plan is shot.::

CSO_Hazzem says:
#::initiates red alert::

CO_Pang says:
$Tamal:  Are we still in the Laztur system?  I am Kay Lee Pang ... and my ship, the USS Seleya,  is around somewhere

XO_Masters says:
COM: CE: Report

CEO_Bolitho says:
#CSO: open a hailing frequency

CO_Tamal says:
$CO: Yes we are still here. Who is that?

CSO_Hazzem says:
#CE: frequency is open sir

Tyme says:
$Romulan: Sir you have interfered with a private vessel.

CEO_Bolitho says:
#COM: XO: We have identified the vessel as a Romulan ship, we are attempting to communicate now Sir

CO_Pang says:
$Tamal:  And this is Mr. Tyme - from Savrin 5 - what is this ship?  May I call the Seleya?

Tyme says:
$::Turns to Pang, realises that she knows the Romulan::

CO_Tamal says:
$Tamal: Your ship was heading into the sun

CEO_Bolitho says:
#COM: Romulan Ship: You are trespassing in federation space, please state your intentions

CO_Pang says:
$Tyme: I think you had best hush up .....

RS_Raven says:
$:: decloaks ::

Tyme says:
$Pang: Not likely Captain.  We still have a mission.

XO_Masters says:
::relaxes back in big chair while Bolitho does all the work::

CTO_Furnael says:
#CNS: sir someone has gone to red alert maybe I should get to the bridge

CO_Tamal says:
$Tyme: You there quiet !!!

Tyme says:
$Pang: Going to introduce me? ::Grins::

Cns_Moore says:
#CTO: Agreed

CO_Pang says:
$Tamal:  Seleya's mission was to close an anomaly which was destroying the Savrin planets ... I have no idea if they succeeded - but Savrin 5 was destroyed before we could do anything

Sesra says:
#::rocking on the bunk in the brig...  slowly loosing it::

CTO_Furnael says:
#CNS: Aye sir ::leaves brig and heads for the bridge::

Tyme says:
$::Glances at Romulan, and then back to Pang::

CO_Tamal says:
$CO_Pang: Please follow me to the bridge.

Cns_Moore says:
#CNS: Gives Sesra a look of disgust and pity and turns on his heel::

CO_Tamal says:
$Tyme: You stay here.

CO_Pang says:
$Tyme:  I will not say anything about you being a kidnapper .... just co-operate! ::whispering:: ::follows Tamal::

Tyme says:
$Pang: That anomaly was man made, that's why we needed federation help.

XO_Masters says:
COM: CE: Have you detected the captain on the ship?

CO_Tamal says:
$:: enters the bridge :: RomOPS: Hail the federation ship.

CEO_Bolitho says:
#COM: Romulan Vessel: I repeat this is the USS Seleya, you are trespassing in federation space please state your intentions!

CO_Pang says:
$::pins back the pips to her uniform::

Tyme says:
$Tamal/Pang: I presume my ship will be allowed to leave? ::Follows both to bridge::

CO_Tamal says:
$CO_Pang: The channel is open, you may speak.

CEO_Bolitho says:
#COM:XO: nothing yet commander

CO_Pang says:
$COMM Seleya:  Seleya: This is Captain Pang ....

CO_Tamal says:
$Tyme: We will see.

Tyme says:
$::Looks around Romulan bridge, first time on one of their ships::

CSO_Hazzem says:
#CE: they r responding sir

XO_Masters says:
COM: CE: I think we should reconnect the ship

Tyme says:
$Pang: I need to talk to Sesra.

XO_Masters says:
all: Prepare to reconnect

CEO_Bolitho says:
#COM: XO: negative Commander not until we know what there intentions are

CO_Pang says:
$COMM Seleya:  This is Captain Pang .... aboard a Romulan Science vessel .... please acknowledge

RS_Raven says:
$:: moving towards the Seleya de cloaked ::

XO_Masters says:
COM: CE: It wont be more than a minute, just do it, that's an order

CSO_Hazzem says:
#CE: sir, they r responding

CEO_Bolitho says:
#COM: XO: aye sir

CO_Pang says:
$Tyme: Quiet  - you are in trouble enough

CEO_Bolitho says:
#COM: CO: We are receiving your signal

CO_Pang says:
$::wonders why no response from Seleya::

Host OPS_Hunte says:
::looks at XO:: Commander, there is a communication coming in from Captain Pang, sir ::looks hopeful::

CO_Tamal says:
$CO_Pang: Shall I send him to the brig?

XO_Masters says:
OPS: Patch it through

CO_Pang says:
$Tamal: No need for that ... unless he refuses to behave ...

CO_Tamal says:
$:: nods ::

CEO_Bolitho says:
#COM: CO: are you all right sir?

Tyme says:
$Pang: If I contact Sesra all will be explained.

RS_Raven says:
$:: approaching the Seleya ::

Host OPS_Hunte says:
::patches it:: XO: go ahead sir

XO_Masters says:
*CO* We read you sir

CO_Pang says:
$COMM Seleya:  I am fine .... and am unharmed

CEO_Bolitho says:
#::listens in on the conversation::

XO_Masters says:
*CO* Shall we beam you back?

CEO_Bolitho says:
::stardrive section rejoins the saucer section::

Host OPS_Hunte says:
ACTION: THE SELEYA IS WHOLE ONCE MORE.

CO_Pang says:
$COM Seleya:  If Captain Tamal agrees .... we owe him a debt of gratitude ::turns to Tamal::

CTO_Furnael says:
::heads for the bridge::

RS_Raven says:
$:: makes a full stop near the Seleya ::

XO_Masters says:
*Battle Bridge*: Okay, get up here

CSO_Hazzem says:
::reporting to bridge::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::leaves the battle bridge and heads up to the bridge::

CO_Tamal says:
$CO_Pang: As you wish. Please prepare for transport.

CTO_Furnael says:
::exits the TL onto the main bridge and takes Tactical::

CO_Pang says:
$Tamal:  Captain - it would be best if I returned to my ship .... then both ships can continue their missions

Sesra says:
::thinking of her husband and 4 year old daughter that died on Savrin 5::

RS_Raven says:
$:: lowers shields ::

Tyme says:
$Tamal: I will take my ship and leave then.

CO_Pang says:
$Tyme: you will transport with me ...

CO_Tamal says:
$CO_Pang: What about him and his ship?

Tyme says:
$Pang: For what reason?

RS_Raven says:
$COM: Seleya: Please lower your shields.

CO_Pang says:
$Tyme:  The ship has no power ..... it would be suicide .... best you accompany me .....

CSO_Hazzem says:
::on bridge at Ops::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::arrives on the bridge reactivates the engineering console and checks that the re-integration of the stardrive and saucer sections are complete::

CO_Tamal says:
$CO_Pang: Prepare for transport.

CEO_Bolitho says:
::prepares to lower shields waiting for the order - then lowers shields::

CO_Pang says:
$Tamal:  Ready when you are .... and my sincere thanks

RS_Raven $:: beams Pang and Tyme to the Seleya :: (Transporter.wav)

Host OPS_Hunte says:
ACTION: Captain Pang rejoins her crew aboard the USS Seleya, Flagship of the Federation.

CO_Pang says:
{{{{{{{{{shimmers and arrives on Seleya}}}}}}}}}

Tyme says:
::Jumps from the TR pad and looks around::

CO_Pang says:
*XO* I have a visitor for the brig ......

Sesra says:
::continues to rock on the bunk sobbing::

XO_Masters says:
*CO* Who?

CEO_Bolitho says:
::smiles across at the CTO:: CTO: sorry your console is still slaved to engineering, I'll return it to your control now

CO_Pang says:
::nods at the transporter chief::

Tyme says:
::Grabs Pang and holds a knife to her throat:: Pang: Not today my dear.

CO_Pang says:
*CTO* Security escort please!

CO_Tamal says:
$COM: Seleya: Glad to be of service to our new Federation friends. We will be departing now.

Tyme says:
::Pulls Pang back to far bulkhead::

CO_Pang says:
::ignoring the knife and the TR chief looks appalled::

CTO_Furnael says:
*CO* Aye on my way

CTO_Furnael says:
::heads for the TR::

CO_Pang says:
<TR Chief>*CO/Security* A man has the Captain at knife point!

Tyme says:
Pang: I suggest we start anew.

CEO_Bolitho says:
<Transporter Chief>: Security team to TR3 immediately!

Tyme says:
Pang: At this point I have nothing to lose.

CTO_Furnael says:
::enters the TR and draws phaser::

XO_Masters says:
*Chief* Lock onto Tyme and beam him to the brig!

RS_Raven says:
$:: cloaks ::

Tyme says:
Pang: Where is Sesra?

CO_Pang says:
::cannot speak for the knife at her throat::

CTO_Furnael says:
Tyme: Drop the knife!!

RS_Raven says:
$:: sets course for Romulus  and departs at warp 6 ::

CTO_Furnael says:
Tyme: Even if you kill the Captain your not going to get out of here, what would it accomplish?

CSO_Hazzem says:
CE: sir, may I join the security team?

Tyme says:
ALL in TR room: Don't try being creative, you can't move fast enough.  You, :: points to TR chief:: get down from there.

Sesra says:
::crying her husband and daughter's names over and over::

CEO_Bolitho says:
CSO: negative stay at your post

Host Chief_Tel says:
ACTION: THE TRANSPORTER CHIEF ACTIVATES THE SITE TO SITE TRANSPORT AND DEPOSITS TYME IN THE BRIG

CO_Pang says:
::hisses - carefully:: Tyme: I wish I knew ..... this is pointless .... and we may get your friend back .... if Sesra is aboard

CSO_Hazzem says:
CE: yes sir

Tyme says:
::Knife cuts Pang as Tyme dematerialises::

CTO_Furnael says:
CO: Are you all right Captain?

CO_Pang says:
::cut to shoulder bleeding profusely::

RS_Raven says:
$:: prepares to dock with the mother ship ::

CEO_Bolitho says:
<transporter chief> ::notices the cut and beams the CO to sickbay:: *Dr Grey*: the CO is incoming and she is wounded

CTO_Furnael says:
*SB* Report to the TR please

XO_Masters says:
*CE* Adjust environmental controls in the brig to sedate everyone

CO_Pang says:
::arrives in sickbay::

RS_Raven says:
$:: docks with the mother ship and resumes the voyage back to Romulus ::

CEO_Bolitho says:
*XO* Aye Sir:: sends gas into the brig area::

Tyme says:
::Arrives in brig with knife in hand::

Host MO_Black says:
::notices the CO enter sickbay::

XO_Masters says:
*CE* Now beam the captain out of there

Host MO_Black says:
Captain: what happened?

Tyme says:
::Turns to see Sesra::

CO_Pang says:
MO: Please patch me up - just a cut to the shoulder .... not serious

Sesra says:
::still rocking on bunk::

Host MO_Black says:
::runs over to help her up on a biobed::

CEO_Bolitho says:
*XO* Already in sickbay Commander

Tyme says:
Sesra: It is not going as you planned.

CTO_Furnael says:
::wonders what happened, heads back to the bridge::

XO_Masters says:
*CTO* Secure the brig and Mr. Tyme

CO_Pang says:
*XO* I am not seriously hurt ... can you give me an update on the anomaly?

Host MO_Black says:
::scans the CO:: CO: your lucky, one or two cm's either way, and you'd be in serious trouble

CTO_Furnael says:
*XO*: Aye sir ::heads to the brig::

XO_Masters says:
*CO* It has been sealed sir

Tyme says:
::Looks to see blood on knife:: Sesra: I think it just got worse.

CO_Pang says:
MO: A charmed life I think ::grins::

Sesra says:
Tyme:  My husband and daughter are dead. ::said staring into the distance::

CO_Pang says:
*XO* Good work ....

Host MO_Black says:
::picks up the skin thingy and the wound heals::

Tyme says:
::Tosses knife to deck:: Sesra: NO! How?

CTO_Furnael says:
::enters the brig::

Sesra says:
Tyme:  My family are all gone.  ::sobbing not really hearing Tyme::

XO_Masters says:
*CO* It was mostly Lt. Bolitho sir

CTO_Furnael says:
*TR* Could you please beam the knife out of the brig?

Tyme says:
::Goes to Sesra's side and wraps arms around her::

Sesra says:
Tyme:  Savrin 5 is gone... did you not hear?

Host MO_Black says:
::puts the dermal regenerator away:: CO: your free to go, sir

Tyme says:
Sesra: No, my ship malfunctioned.

CO_Pang says:
MO: My thanks Ensign ....Black ....

Sesra says:
::leans into Tyme's shoulder::

CTO_Furnael says:
*TR* Did you copy?

CEO_Bolitho says:
CSO: Is the Romulan vessel still within scanning distance?

CSO_Hazzem says:
CE: no sir, they left to Romulus

Tyme says:
Sesra: Some Romulan tractored it aboard their vessel.

CO_Pang says:
::gets up from biobed and leaves sickbay::

Tyme says:
::Rocks with Sesra trying to reassess the whole thing::

XO_Masters says:
*CO* Shall I give the order to head for SB 114?

Sesra says:
Tyme:  Now what will become of us?  ::looking up into his eyes::

CEO_Bolitho says:
CSO: Ok, <grins> remember your a science officer not a meat-truck!

CO_Pang says:
::conscious of just silly she feels at being kidnapped::

CTO_Furnael says:
TYME&SESRA: I hope you two lead charmed lives, that’s what it will take to get you out of the mess you have put your selves in.

RS_Raven says:
$:: stops by a scrap depot and beams Tyme's ship out of the shuttle bay ::

Tyme says:
Sesra: Well, SF is involved now, even if not as we planned.

CSO_Hazzem says:
CE: sir, if u read my biograph, I’m capable of any kind of fighting

CEO_Bolitho says:
::deactivates the console and heads for the TL::

CO_Pang says:
*XO* Get us away from here Commander ::as she steps into the TL::

XO_Masters says:
::relaxes back in command chair:: Helm: Engage, ::doing the finger forward thing::

CTO_Furnael says:
*Bridge* the prisoners are secure down here

Host MO_Black says:
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>END<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<
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